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News & Stories From Mammoth Hospital

Looking Ahead
Inside this issue:

Welcoming New Providers // Saving Time Saves Lives
Riding Into the Sunset // New Ultrasound Machine

services such as pharmacy, dietary, infusion, and respiratory care, is outdated
and will eventually not comply with new California seismic code.

Tom Parker | CEO

I

Mammoth Hospital

n 1978, Mammoth Hospital opened
its doors to provide the Eastern Sierra with medical services. The need
for a hospital in Mammoth was clear
among residents and guests. Local
fundraising led by the Mammoth Hospital Auxiliary provided grassroots financial and community support for
the new facility. Now 44 years later, we
find ourselves again needing to construct a facility that will serve the community for the next 50 years. The original hospital building that now houses
the inpatient unit and other support

It is expected that the number of those in the local population of Mammoth
Lakes who are 50 years and older will grow by 30% over the next 20 years. To
accommodate that growth and modernize the hospital, a new two-story replacement facility is being planned that will sit on the north side of the hospital campus. This “North Wing” project will replace the current double occupancy rooms
with single occupancy rooms and have four state of art ICU rooms, up from the
current two. All the inpatient rooms will be sized to better accommodate the increase in bedside medical equipment that is now common to inpatient hospital
care.
The lower level of the new wing will house an outpatient services center providing endoscopy, infusion and several other procedures now done in other locations. This will provide much needed capacity growth for the post-anesthesia
care unit where endoscopy and a number of other procedures currently occur.
Once the new building is complete, the original hospital building will come down
to make way for a new main entrance, admitting department, kitchen, and café.
The fully completed project will greatly simplif y patient and visitor way finding

see “Looking Ahead” continued page 5
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Offically Retired After 38 Years!
Lori Baix, RN has been with Mammoth Hospital since the
early years - 24 of those as Emergency Department Manager.

L

ori Baitx, RN, one of Mammoth Hospital’s original nurses is retiring after 38 years. Lori
has been Mammoth Hospital’s Emergency Department Nurse Manager since 1997 and
started her career at Mammoth Hospital in 1983. Over the years, Lori has seen a little bit
of everything.
Lori grew up in Orange County
and has been coming to ski Mammoth since she was three with her
family. Her parents loved to ski
and would drive up from Southern California for long weekends
throughout the winters.

Lori (center in blue) on her last day with some
of the Emergency Department team.

Lori with her three grandkids, Jonathon,
Oliver and Eleanore at Convict Lake.

Lori got her bachelor’s degree at California State University at Long Beach and went
on to get her master’s in nursing at Western Governor’s University in Salt Lake City.
By that time, her parents had bought a house with a small mother-in-law apartment
in Mammoth where her brother was already living. Lori, fresh out of school thought
she’d live in Mammoth that winter and ski as much as she could. That year she heard
Mammoth Hospital (which had only been open for five years) was hiring and started
in May of 1983. Her parents retired four years later and moved to Mammoth full-time,
spending the beginning of their retirement working at Main Lodge. Her dad worked
security and her mom at the sports shop. What Lori originally planned as a winter in
Mammoth turned into a 38-year nursing career in the mountains.
In her first position as an inpatient nurse, Lori was sometimes the only nurse on staff
with one physician. She worked nights, and back then there was no ward clerk and no
EMT on those shifts. She would register all the patients, triage and take care of them.
“Back then the ER was where the Pre-Anesthesia Surgery Services (PASS) Center is
currently, and our CAT Scanner was clear up the ramp where dental is now,” says Lori.
“That was a tough job having to push patients on gurneys all the way up there for
their scans.”

Above - Hiking with her daughter, Katie, the ER
Nurse Educator at St . Mary’s Hospital in Reno.
Below - skiing friend, Jessica and Woolly.

She says that of all the things that have changed over the years, the types of injuries
and illness haven’t changed much. In the beginning, she would see patients for major
trauma like ski injuries and car accidents to minor things like bug bites – which is the
same types of cases you see today.
Over the years, Lori has held jobs as a Med/Surg Nurse, Paramedic Liaison Nurse, Employee Health Nurse, School Nurse, Emergency Room Nurse, and where she finished as
Emergency Room Nurse Manager.
Lori has always loved the challenge of nursing. When asked why she likes the Emergency Department she says she likes the excitement of what may come through the door
at any moment. “I like that in the ER, there’s a clear start and finish to each case,” Lori
says. Lori has always loved helping people and appreciates that emergency patients
have a main problem or ailment that in most cases steps can be taken right away toward helping them.
Lori’s last day at Mammoth Hospital was October 1st. She has already taken advantage
of the time off, having gone scuba diving in Honduras and recently moved to Bend,
Oregon with her horse, mule and dogs. There she plans on doing all the same things
she loved in Mammoth – alpine skiing, cross country skiing, getting her dogs out for
hikes, stand up paddle-boarding, and really anything that gets her active and outside.
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She plans to volunteer at a horse sanctuary there and catch up with friends already living in the Bend area.
Lori has three kids and three grandkids in Reno she plans to visit regularly.
Lori on a recent

trip to Roatan,
Honduras,
already getting
a good fill of
adventure in her
retirement.

Lori says she has always liked the uniqueness of being a nurse in a small town and will always
treasure the friendships she made with coworkers at Mammoth Hospital. “Your patients are
people you know outside of work, and you also end up seeing people you have cared for around
town afterwards,” says Lori. She says her job was always interesting and she loved the constant
activity and being able to learn new things.

ER nurse, Ali Miller took over as ER Nurse Manager in October and Lori knows the position will be in good
hands. “Ali is an experienced ER nurse who has a lot of exciting ideas to keep the department moving forward. I know she’ll do an excellent job,” says Lori.
For those who know Lori, her answer to what she will miss most about her job isn’t surprising. She’ll miss the
people. “Being part of the Emergency Department was like being a part of a family,” she says. Through the
good times and the really tough times she has gone through in life, the ER team has always taken care of
her – and vice versa. “It’s not very common to find that kind of support and camaraderie in a job, and I was
very lucky to have that for almost 40 years.”

Specialty Clinic Going Strong After Two Years
Serving Our Community

T

wo years ago, we opened the doors of the Mammoth Hospital
Specialty Clinic. The goal was to provide a larger and dedicated home for specialty services on the hospital campus. To put
it in perspective, historically when a patient received a devastating
diagnosis such as Parkinson’s, Carcinoma, or vital organ decline, we
would have some type of option for localized care, however regular
travel was necessary to see specialists outside our community. The
patient was left with a choice: to live in the area they love and forgo
the necessary medical treatment, or to move to a larger city to receive specialized care. The specialty clinic helps fill that gap.
Recently, Mammoth Hospital had an annual inspection and the surveyor reported they had never seen such a unique and impactful use
Inside the Specialty Clinic lobby.
of clinic space for a small community. “In places like Mammoth, you
have to be creative to best serve the many needs of our patients, and our patients have responded to that very positively,” says Mammoth
Hospital CEO, Tom Parker.
Mammoth Hospital’s current specialty services include cardiology, rheumatology, dermatology, urology, otolaryngology (ear, nose and
throat), neurology, women’s health, and Medication-Assisted Treatment program for opioid dependency. Most of our specialty physicians
split time between Mammoth Hospital and large hospitals elsewhere. For example, we have a partnership with Carson Tahoe Regional
Medical, in which their Cardiologists travel to Mammoth twice a month to see patients here. For complex cardiac procedures, patients
travel to Carson Tahoe but can be seen in our Specialty Clinic for most appointments.
We can’t accomplish our goals and and provide quality, accessible care without the support of our community, so thank you to everyone
who made the Specialty Clinic possible!

Giving Your Way!
When you make a tax-deductible donation to the Mammoth Hospital Foundation, you're supporting the most effective solutions
to our community’s most pressing health challenges.
Consider a life-income gift, naming the Mammoth Hospital Foundation in your will, or giving to the foundation from appreciated
stock, donor-advised funds, or an IRA. Remember that charitable donations can be tax-wise!
Contact the foundation or your tax advisor for more information at Foundation@mammothhospital.com or 760-924-4128.
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Saving Lives with the Mammoth Hospital Foundation

O

ver the holidays in 2019, 14-year-old Cassidy Seitz went into cardiac arrest
while skiing on Mammoth Mountain. Thanks to the immediate response of
the Mammoth Mountain team, Cassidy was stabilized with defibrillation and
transported to the Mammoth Hospital Emergency Department for treatment. Cassidy was assessed and further stabilized in our Emergency Department and then
flown by REACH Air Medical Services to the Renown Children’s ICU and ultimately
to the Children’s Hospital in Los Angeles. Cassidy was a healthy, active teenager so
a sudden, life-threatening episode like this was shocking and unexpected.

Cassidy in November, 2019 (top) before her
accident, after her accident in December,
2019 (middle) and fully recovered with her
mom (bottom).

Luckily the story ends well thanks to the prompt response by the Mammoth Mountain team and the accessibility of life saving equipment. Today, Cassidy is back to
her active, vibrant self, but she has a newfound passion for spreading awareness
about sudden cardiac arrest in young athletes and the importance of defibrillators.
This holiday season, we invite you to honor the exceptional efforts of our healthcare
heroes with a gift to the Mammoth Hospital Foundation. The foundation helps to ensure a bright future for our local hospital, and right now, we are enhancing our capacity and speed of care by improving the hospital’s fleet of defibrillators.
Defibrillators are life saving devices used during a cardiac emergency including heart
attack, irregular heartbeat and when someone is having trouble with their pacemaker. They monitor cardiac rhythm, assist in CPR, and deliver a shock if needed. In our region, defibrillators are more commonly needed because of the effects of high altitude.
High altitude can put stress on the heart, especially for people who are used to living
at sea level or those with pre-existing heart conditions.
Our dedicated Emergency Department team has requested help expanding Mammoth Hospital’s fleet of defibrillators. We are replacing the existing units with better
ones and adding three more to the fleet: two pacer-defibrillators in our Emergency Department cardiac rooms and one ICU-level unit that will travel with patients
throughout the hospital. These new, sophisticated units will help us save time which
means saving lives!
The Mammoth Hospital Foundation is grateful for the generosity of our donors.
Thanks to your contributions, we can ensure that our hospital will always be there for
those in need.
To learn more about the Mammoth Hospital Foundation or to make a gift, visit
mammothhospital.com/giving-back/donate. You can also contact Gardiner Miller at
Foundation@mammothhospital.com or (760) 924-4128.

T

Awards & Accolades!

his fall, Mammoth Hospital has been named a 2021 Guardian of Excellence
Award winner by Press Ganey for both its Inpatient and Emergency departments.
This award recognizes top-performing health care organizations that have consistently achieved the 95th percentile or above in performance for patient satisfaction.
The Guardian of Excellence Award is a nationally-recognized symbol of achievement
in health care. Presented annually, the award honors healthcare providers who consistently sustained performance in the top 5% of all Press Ganey facilities.
Mammoth Hospital was also honored this year by the Mammoth Lakes Chamber of
Commerce at their annual awards gala in November with the distinction of Business of
the Year for 2021. This award is given annually and voted upon by members of our local
community. Thank you to our amazing community for the honor!
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and separate traf fic between a new main entrance and the Emergency Department entrance that will stay in its current location.
I look forward to sharing more details of the project plans with our community as they are developed!
This issue of Hear tbeats includes ar ticles about our Specialt y Clinic, new medical providers, a Medical Assistant training
program, the Mammoth Hospital Foundation, and a celebration of the amazing career of Emergenc y Depar tment Manager,
Lori Bait x, RN.
I am grateful to Craig Burrows, MD, Chief Medical Of ficer, and Melanie Van Winkle, Chief Financial Of ficer for their work this
year on provider recruitment contracting. Mammoth Hospital has added new specialties and expanded the capacity of existing
specialties to better serve our community and help our residents from having to go outside the area for their medical care.

Volunteer at the Cast Off Thrift Store!
Some people want it to happen. Some wish it to happen. Volunteers make
it happen! Did you know The Cast Off is 100% volunteer operated by the
Mammoth Hospital Auxiliary? Volunteers provide a valuable service to the
community, without which The Mammoth Hospital Auxiliary and all its tremendous contributions would not exist!
There is no minimum commitment, you can devote whatever time suits
your schedule.
The Cast Off is always looking for new folks to lend a hand! For more information or to volunteer, please call (760) 934-4303.

Medical Assistant Training:
Keeping Education Local

A

new Medical Assistant training program at Mammoth Hospital is giving employees the opportunity to take their careers to the next level without needing to leave town for
specialty training.
Students of this program are learning to give vaccinations and
assist with medication administration, under the instruction of
a preceptor in their department. The program follows guidelines
from the Medical Board of California.
The program’s first two members are Letitia Turner and Marlene
Piper, both clinical assistants who will be able to assist in Family
Medicine as well as Pediatrics once they meet all of the requirements. Mammoth Hospital plans to develop more of these training
programs to assist with other clinics in the future.

Clinical assistants, Letitia Turner (left) and Marlene Piper
(right) are the first two students of Mammoth Hospital’s
Medical Assistant training program.

“It’s wonderful that the hospital is offering this program internally,” says Letitia Turner, a clinical assistant in the Family Medicine
Clinic. “The program makes it convenient for me to be able to advance in my career, which is something I have been working
on for the last couple of years. Due to COVID, I was not able to continue with my classes, but when I heard it was being offered
through the hospital I was excited for the opportunity.”
Once the students complete the 40-hour classes, they can administer vaccines and other medications, which greatly helps with
the workflow in the clinics. Once their training is complete, students can also help with drawing blood for lab analysis, a procedure which would have previously required a patient to make a separate appointment with the lab. “This is a win-win for us,” says
Dr. Craig Burrows, Mammoth Hospital’s Chief Medical Officer. “We are able to see our staff better themselves with this program,
at the same time meeting the greater need to provide vaccinations as well as medical services for our patients.”
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New Ultrasound Machine Utilizes the Latest Technology

W

e are pleased to announce that Mammoth Hospital has purchased a new Canon Aplio i700 ultrasound machine. This will replace the Aplio MX that has been the main ultrasound unit for the Medical Imaging department. While the older Aplio is an excellent workhorse, it was time to take advantage of the newer technology and capabilities that have been developed. The new
i700 has the ability to produce clearer, more detailed images which makes it easier for the radiologists to find and diagnosis disease.
For our mothers to be, the obstetrics scans will have more detail and a larger
screen will make it easier to follow along with the technologists. One of the new
obstetrics probes has a pivoting head that can rotate internally. Therefore, the
probe doesn’t have to move inside the patient, which increases patient comfort.
The i700 also has decreased upload time, so exams are transferred to the radiologist faster which is helpful in time sensitive exams. The visualization of blood flow
in even the smallest vessels is much improved with the superb micro-vascular
imaging technology. Some of the more advanced technologies will be coming on
line in the next few months including smart fusion technology which can overlay
a MRI or CT scan for use while doing biopsies. The i700 also features wider scan
areas increasing visualization of the body part being scanned.
The previously used Aplio MX will be moving to the Specialty Clinic where it will
be paired with a new biplane prostate probe. With this new probe the MX will
provide clearer images for prostate biopsies and other urology and specialty clinic exams than was available with an older unit that has been retired.
“We are pleased that Mammoth Hospital has procured a state-of-the-art Canon Aplio i700 ultrasound machine to allow the Medical
Imaging Department to continue to provide the finest of care to our patients,” says Dr. Yuri Parisky, Medical Director of Medical Imaging
at Mammoth Hospital. “The images are crisper, the technology faster, and it allows a more sophisticated analysis of a wide spectrum
of body parts.”
If you have need for ultrasound, Mammoth Hospital offers appointments seven days a week. To schedule an appointment, please call
our Medical Imaging department at (760) 924-4070.

Making Mental Health Services More Accessible

A

s we continue to endure a very stressful and taxing
pandemic, one thing is clear: the demand for behavioral health services has never been higher. As with many
hospitals, the demand for behavioral health services outpaced
the ability to provide the care our community needed in a
timely manner. At one point we had a wait list greater than six
months.
In response to this new reality, we improved screening practices in all our clinics to check for mental health status at every visit regardless of visit type. This ensured we were able to
identify patients with the greatest need and provide services
immediately. We aligned our Behavioral Health team with the
Primary Care Physician (PCP) working as a collaborative team
to help manage each patient’s condition.

Mammoth Hospital’s Behavioral Health Team
From Left: Faith Blagrave, Behavioral Healt Assistant,
Janelle Clark, PSY.D., Eryn Coffey, MFT,
Rachel Canning, PSY.D, and Jacob Eide, PSY.D

The hiring of an additional Behaviorist allowed us to expand
our same-day access appointments. These same-day appointments are held for patients with severe or acute mental health
issues. For patients with moderate mental health issues our
wait list is now less than two weeks. Patients who wish to engage in behavioral health services simply need to schedule an
appointment with their PCP to begin the referral process. In addition, we opened a Medication-Assisted Treatment (MAT) clinic, which focuses on treating a variety of substance-dependence
conditions. The MAT clinic has same day appointments available.

Mammoth Hospital
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Welcome New Providers!
Michelle Newkirk, DO | Rheumatology
Dr. Michelle Newkirk is originally from Oregon, but spent the majority of her childhood in Sonora,
Mexico. She obtained her undergraduate degree at Linfield University and her medical degree from
Western University of Health Sciences. She joined the U.S. Air Force and proceeded to complete her
Internal Medicine residency and Rheumatology fellowship training at the San Antonio Uniformed
Services Health Education Consortium in San Antonio, Texas.
Dr. Newkirk remained in San Antonio as part of the rheumatology fellowship faculty before relocating
to Nellis Air Force Base in Las Vegas, Nevada in 2016, where she continues to work as Chief of
Rheumatology. Dr. Newkirk specializes in vasculitis, inflammatory autoimmune myopathies, systemic lupus erythematosus,
progressive systemic sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, ankylosing spondylitis, and psoriatic arthritis. She enjoys hiking, traveling,
cooking, baking and spending time with her husband and daughter.

David Baker, MD | Cardiology
Dr. Baker received his undergraduate degree from the University of California Davis and medical
degree from Creighton University in Omaha Nebraska. He completed his internship and residency in
Portland, Oregon at Oregon Health & Sciences University, and his fellowship at the University of New
Mexico in Albuquerque. He is Board Certified in Internal Medicine.
Dr. Baker looks forward to bringing cardiology services to the Mammoth area and being part of the
team caring for our patients. He was drawn to the Mammoth by his love of the outdoors and the active
people who live in the area. He and his wife both love international travel and anything outdoors. He enjoys fly fishing, hiking
and snowshoeing.

Nathan Ho, DO | Cardiology
Dr. Nathan Ho completed his undergraduate degree at UCLA and went on to complete his Doctor
of Osteopathy degree at Midwestern University in Glendale, Arizona. He completed his residency at
Pacific Hospital of Long Beach in Long Beach, California and went on to complete his cardiology
fellowship at Oklahoma State University Medical Center in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Dr. Ho is Board Certified
in Internal Medicine.
Dr. Ho grew up in Southern California and has been coming to Mammoth to ski with friends
and family over the years. He has three active daughters in grade school and loves the beauty and community feel of the
Mammoth area. Dr. Ho and his family enjoy camping, mountain biking, hiking, and skiing and the endless outdoor activities
the Eastern Sierra has to offer.

Paul Silverman, MD | Urology
Dr. Paul Silverman is Board Certified in Urology and completed his Medical Degree at Loyola
University Chicago Stritch School of Medicine. He went on to finish his residency and internship at
the University of Texas Health Science Center in San Antonio.
Dr. Silverman has been practicing at Ventura County Medical Center in Ventura, California since 1985,
where he currently serves as Director of Urology. He has been coming to the Mammoth area since
1970 and has lived in Mammoth part-time since 2003.
Dr. Silverman loves everything about the Eastern Sierra and feels right at home at Mammoth Hospital’s Specialty Clinic. In his
spare time, he enjoys biking, hiking, skiing, and spending time with his family.
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Do what you love.
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Mammoth Orthopedic Institute

@ Mammoth Hospital

Same day appointments
Available in
Mammoth & Bishop

www.mammothortho.com

